In Image processing, it becomes very interesting to recognize the human gesture for general life. Facial expressions analysis plays a significant role for human computer interaction. In this paper both genetic and data mining algorithm is given. In data mining algorithm the focus is given on facial expression regions such as eyebrow, eye and mouth. Then facial characteristics points are calculated which are given as a input to decision tree which gives output as emotion. In genetic algorithm, preprocessing is applied on input image. Features are extracted and optimized values are calculated. Thus emotions are classified using neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image processing is any form of signal processing for which the input is either photograph, video or frame and output is the set of parameters. There are many ways that humans can express their emotions. Facial expression is the most natural way to express emotion. Recognition of facial expressions is used to identify the basic human emotions. Recognition system is classified into three parts. First step is based on preprocessing. In preprocessing filtering, ROI, histogram-equalization, edge detection are applied on input face image. Secondly eye, eyebrow and lip features have taken from processed input image. In third stage optimized parameters such as eye, eyebrow and lip are calculated through the Genetic algorithm and then emotions (neutral, happy, sad, surprise) are classified using artificial neural network and GINI index approach. The final calculated result shows that the genetic algorithm gives better performance along with neural network. In section I, introduction is given in detail. In section II, methodology of emotion recognition process using Genetic algorithm is given .In section III, emotion Recognition using data mining algorithm is given. Conclusion is provided in section IV.
II. METHODOLOGY

1.
Emotion recognition process is given below.
A. Preprocessing
In preprocessing, first take input face image and apply filtering on input image. Convert given image into gray scale image and detect face from that image. Find ROI and performed edge detection on face input image. Then the regions are cropped.
B. Edge detection
For face boundary detection, first convert RBG image in to binary image. This binary image is used to detect the forehead. Then the face is cut from the starting position of the forehead. Finally sobel edge detector is applied to the eye, eyebrow and lip image. The sobel edge detected images are given below.
Edge detection of eyes using sobel Edge detection of lip using sobel
C. Cropping the eye and lip region
For cropping the eye region, consider that w is the width of image and h is height of image. Crop the eye and lip regions and then cut the RGB image according to the size of box.
D. Feature Extraction
In image processing, feature extraction is a special form of dimensional reduction in which input data is transformed into set of features. Y-coordinate of the eye is calculated by using horizontal projection. Then the area around the Ycoordinate is proposed to identify exact region of features. A corner point detection algorithm is used to obtain the required corner points from feature regions.
E. Emotion recognition using Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm is an iterative process and each iteration is called generation. In each generation, the fitness of each individual is calculated to form new population. In this paper, genetic algorithm is used to calculate the optimised value of eye, eyebrow and lip features. The genetic algorithm is as follows. 1) Represent chromosomes and initial population 2) By using fitness function calculate fitness of each chromosome 3) Select a pair of high fitness chromosome 4) Create new pair of offspring by applying crossover and mutation operators. Then place it in new population 5) Until size of new population becomes size of initial population repeat from step 3 6) Replace initial population with new population
F. Fitness Function:
A fitness function is the type of objective function and it gives optimality of a solution. Fitness function is used to obtain eye and lip features.
G. Emotion Classification using Neural Network
An artificial neural network is a non-linear network. It works like a human brain. Generally, the stage in the neural network is known as training stage. In training stage, adjustment of weights is done. The ANN is used for database in which optimized values are used as an input to train the network. These inputs are trained using back propagation training algorithm.
